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Stock market data is considered to be one of the chaotic data in nature.
Analyzing the stock market and predicting the stock market has been the area
of interest among the researchers for a long time. In this paper, we have
stepped forward and used a deep learning algorithm with classification to
predict the behavior of the stock market. LSTM deep learning algorithm is
used with an optimization algorithm to formulate the hyperparameters. To
further improve the accuracy of prediction the stock data is first given to a
classification algorithm to reduce the number of input parameters. In this
research technical indicators are subjected to classification and deep LSTM
algorithm which are both integrated to improve the accuracy of prediction.
deep LSTM hyperparameters are trained using the optimization algorithm. In
this paper infosys and zensar stocks data is collected from the Indian stock
market data i.e. both national stock exchange (NSE) and bombay stock
exchange (BSE). The proposed approach is applied on Infosys and Zensar
share values, the prediction accuracy obtained by employing this integrated
approach of classification and LSTM has given a prominent value of MSE
and RMSE as 1.034 and 1.002 respectively.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Securities exchange is the perplexing powerful framework and foreseeing the stock costs of things
to come depends on the inner and the outside components. Despite the fact that a great deal of specialists
inquired about on the expectation of the securities exchange costs, there is a huge variety in the conjecture
contrasted and the first information. The way toward producing the high return to the securities exchange
depends on the reality of bringing the compelling expectation with respect to the future appearance of
budgetary resource costs. The financial exchange file as a theoretical arrangement of chose stocks is a typical
measure utilized for breaking down the presentation of the divisions, for example, the general securities
exchange and a specific area [1, 2]. Then again, a market exchanging technique is guaranteed to be successful
if and just if the exact forecast is guaranteed in that particular market. Forecast in the Stock market is by all
accounts an incredible test in science both concerning the technique and dependent on the hypothesis of
expectation [3, 4].
The forecast of the financial exchange sight and sound (graph) precisely is especially unrealistic
utilizing the thoughts and strategies for the current scenario. The Efficient Market theory characterizes that
all the present data are acquired in the stock costs and the nearness of new data cases to the capricious stock
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costs. Irregular walk reports that the expectation of the stock costs isn't precisely anticipated by utilizing the
authentic qualities representing the test that the Stock market forecast is a monotonous procedure [5, 6]. From
the announcement given by the proficient market the past and current subtleties are acquired in the stock
costs precisely, in this manner making us unmistakable that the adjustments in the cost are simply founded on
the new data or "news", and doesn't rely upon the current data [7, 8]. The news in nature are available
haphazardly and isn't known in the present, stock costs experience an irregular walk design and the present
cost is the best wagered. When the endeavor to finish this idea turns out to be valid, the forecast of the
financial exchange is futile.
Forecasting stock market: Till the present date, the strategies for forecast are sorted as four diverse
types. The expectation techniques may be: time series method, regression method, expert-based method, and
neural-network-based method [9, 10]. The forecast techniques require colossal measure of the past
information and likewise, requires ordinary conveyances and utilizes the factual strategies that think about
the framework qualities. This gains the expectation intense to ground and because of the cost the forecast
appears to not material [11].
The most widely recognized techniques for the forecast in the budgetary markets incorporate the
Time-arrangement investigation in which the expectations and choices are made profoundly dependent on the
time-arrangement or the chronicled records of the stock costs [12, 13]. Most importantly, there are an
enormous number of the variables that can't be acquired in the time arrangement however they have gigantic
effects on the time arrangement. The proof in the financial exchange incorporates the changes in the cost of
the stock that are chosen by the speculators [14]. The activities of the Investors' are especially nonsensical
and they are basically reasonable and discerning dependent on the social association, social structure,
aggregate convictions, and impression of this perplexing field. The huge issue behind the forecast is that on
the off chance that it is conceivable to anticipate the modifications in the cost of the stock utilizing any of the
extra, generally present, and significant information, alongside the time-arrangement information [15].
Impact of neural networks in stock market forecasting: One of the improvement instruments utilized
for the forecast of the securities exchange dependent on the time series is the ANN that have the propensity
to foresee the covered up or covered and obscure records. The most generally utilized territories of the
securities exchange expectation utilizing ANN are zones of fund. In practically these applications, ANNs
assume a significant job in learning the examples of the money related information. When the information is
processed by ANN, the significant procedure utilized is the transformation of the information from its own
numeric configuration to the numeric range that an ANN is fit for managing successfully. At this stage, the
significance of changing the information symbolizes the learning procedure that target improving the
generalizability of the scholarly outcomes. Another significant AI innovation is the Support Vector
Regression and additionally, SVR calculation is utilized at anticipating the costs of the securities exchange
[16, 17].

2.

RELATED WORK
In this paper [18] author has evaluated hundreds of technical indicators and concluded that all the
technical indicators are not always required. The author has applied Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
and applied Hidden Markov Model to the selected features and obtained the required results.
In this paper [19] author has modelled the training algorithm on the Sensex Index by forecasting the
volatility in the Indian Stock Market data. The author has applied various GARCH techniques and found that
symmetric GARCH provided better results then any other techniques. He has also collected the data from
1996 to 2010 and applied the forecasting algorithm.
In this paper [20] author has proposed Neural Network utilizing the stock costs of Iran for a period
of two years and the consequences of usage is appeared by legitimate charts. As a result, he demonstrated
greater convenience of information mining in choice creation of financial exchange by choosing proper
engineering to the Neural Network and getting ready information utilizing required and applicable
procedures lastly preparing the system utilizing Back Propagation algorithm.
In this paper author [21] proposed model is a mix of information preprocessing techniques,
hereditary calculations and Levenberg–Marquardt (LM) calculation for learning feed forward neural systems.
In reality it advances neural system starting loads for tuning with LM calculation by utilizing hereditary
calculation. The ability of the proposed technique was tried by applying it for anticipating some stock trade
lists utilized. The outcomes show that the proposed approach can adapt to the changes of securities exchange
esteems and furthermore yields great forecast accuracy.
In this paper [22] author proposed model Nonlinear Independent Component Analysis (NLICA), a
novel element extraction system that accept the watched blends are non-direct mixes of inactive source
signals, is utilized to discover free sources when watched information are blends of obscure sources, and
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earlier learning of the blending instruments isn't accessible. In this paper, a stock value guaging model which
first uses NLICA as preprocessing to concentrate highlights from anticipating factors is developed. The
upside of the proposed strategy is that the data covered up in the first information can be found by highlight
extraction. In this way, NLICA can give increasingly significant data to monetary forecasting.
In this study [23] author researched the probability of guaging an interim esteemed stock value record
arrangement over short furthermore, long skylines utilizing multi-output support vector regression (MSVR).
Besides, this examination proposes a firefly algorithm (FA)- based methodology, based on the built up MSVR, for
deciding the parameters of MSVR (shortened as FA-MSVR). Three all inclusive exchanged wide market lists are
utilized to look at the presentation of the proposed FA-MSVR technique with chose partners. The quantitative and
complete appraisals are performed based on factual criteria, monetary criteria, and computational cost. Study [24]
has focused on Stock market crash frame times and based on that various machine learing algorithms are applied to
check the impact of crises on various fators in stock market such as bond, currencies and stock values etc. They
have considered 39 countries stock data to analyse the effectiveness of the proposed approach.
From all the literature study it has been found that ensembled techniqes are more effective compared to any
single algorithm. Various challenges are still persisting in this study to suitably apply deep learing algorithm
with some ensemble technique to enlarge the predicting value [25, 26]. Classification and then applying the
machine learning algorithm shall be applied to further reduce the redundancy instead of directly passing the
complete data the training algorithms.

3.

PROPOSED WORK
Initially the Indian stock market data is obtained from the popular Indian Stock Exchanges such as
National Stock Exchange (NSE) and Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE). The stock data of each company listed
in the stock exchange consists of various parameters such as Open value, Close Value, High Value, Low
Value, Volume, Adj. Close Value. The data is also available in various formats like Yearly, Monthly and
Daily basis. The Various Technical indicators are applied on this stock data to understand the overall
functioning of the stock market. Most stock market experts use these technical indicators to give any sort of
prediction. Working Steps:

Stock Data transformation to Technical Indicators

Classification Algorithm on Technical Indicators

Exploring LSTM algorithm on the classified data
As shown in Figure 1 the working of proposed system architecture, initially the stock data is given
as input to system and transforms this stock data into technical indicators. All technical indicators are not
always required further to remove redundant information wrapper based classification is applied and finally it
is given to LSTM for training with help of optimization algorithm to generate the predicted values.

Figure 1. Proposed system architecture

3.1. Stock data transformation to technical indicators
Technical Indicators are the base for forecasting the Stock market data. Variety of Technical
Indicators are available, the stock data is subjected to these technical indicators to transform into uniformity.
Technical Indicators are the mathematical formulas applied on various parameters of the stock market to
mostly used by the traders.
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Often there is no defined rule to say that a particular technical indicator is best for the said company.
The indicator which is best today may perform worst tomorrow, so to choose the right indicator is always a
challenge to traders. Technical indicators such as WILLR, Rate of Change (ROCR), Momentum (MOM),
Relative Strength Index (RSI) etc. are used to convert the overall input data into Technical Indicators format.
Rate of change (ROCR): It is used to calculate the rate of change with respect to the previous time
intervals, which is denoted as,
R

Pr 
*100
Pr  a 







where, P denotes the price, P r is the price at time r , and P r  a denotes the price difference of study
period time r , respectively.
Momentum (MOM): It is the measure used to compute the changes in price, which is expressed as,

M  Pr   Pr  a
3.2. Classification algorithm on technical indicators
These all huge variety of technical indicators are subjected to the classification algorithm to choose
few technical indicators which can perform better on the selected company. Classification algorithms are
very effective to test the credibility of the indicators and filter out the best out of it. The selected indicators
are used as the important features for further applying the prediction algorithm. If the classifier is not applied
this will lead to numerous redundant features resulting in average prediction. So, to improvise the prediction
rate classifier is applied and best features are only subjected to further process. Wrapper Approach is
incorporated to identify the best Technical indicators suitable for prediction.
3.3. Exploring LSTM algorithm on the classified data
The selected features from the classification is given as an input to LSTM Deep learning algorithm.
The hyper parameters of the LSTM are managed by optimization algorithms to correctly train the LSTM.
RNN is not suitable for stock market prediction is because of its short memory remembering power. LSTM is
known for remembering for long duration of time, this important feature of LSTM is very much applicable in
stock market. Stock market values are also time series based since the previous days stock values are taken
into consideration for forecasting the future prices. Hyperparameters of LSTM is also trained with the
optimization techniques to further improve the price movement forecasting. In stock market the forecasting is
based on short term and long term, same terms are coined using the LSTM to fit the requirements.
Optimization algorithm also helps to solve the sparse gradient of Deep LSTM.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1. Data set1
As explained in the above section the data of stock market is available as shown in Table 1 in
multiple formats such as Daily, Monthly and Yearly. For the experiment we have taken the Infosys data from
NSE and BSE. The data is collected from 1st Jan 2018 to 30th Nov 2019 shown in Table 1 is daily stock
price having values of Open, High, Low, Close, Adj Close and Volume.

Table 1. Infosys stock market historical data (source: yahoo finance)
Date
01-01-2018
02-01-2018
03-01-2018
04-01-2018
05-01-2018
08-01-2018
09-01-2018
10-01-2018
11-01-2018
12-01-2018
15-01-2018
16-01-2018
17-01-2018
18-01-2018
19-01-2018

Open
518.85
518.625
514.25
510.5
507.65
512.45
520
523.4
527.625
542.9
540
540.625
562.425
572.5
572.5

High
522.25
521
515.8
510.5
513.2
519.5
522.45
528
541.7
542.95
546.475
567.4
580.9
582.45
573.95

Low
515
511.5
509.3
504.8
503
510.025
514.45
516.525
527.625
535.275
532.55
540.625
561.5
566.05
568

Close
516.775
514.85
510.65
507.7
506
518.025
520.675
526.125
537.9
539.225
540.575
561.425
576.05
576.35
571.725

Adj Close
479.5697
477.7832
473.8856
471.148
469.5703
480.7296
483.1889
488.2465
499.1737
500.4033
501.6561
521.0051
534.577
534.8555
530.5633

Volume
5431340
6112248
6846552
8947614
11025976
5594690
9948236
9468634
16775298
18016528
10649250
22646966
26154088
13204970
5988278
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Figure 2 shows the graphical representation of Infosys stock price ranging from Jan 2018 to Nov
2019. The historical data of Infosys is forecasted as shown in Figure 3 using the proposed approach and the
obtained results are highly significant. The MSE is 1.148 and RMSE is 1.163.

Figure 2. Infosys stock chart

Stock Price

Infosys
900
800
700
600

Date
Actual

Predicted

Figure 3. Infosys stock market forecasting

4.2. Data set2
For the experiment we have taken the Zensar data from NSE and BSE. The data is collected from
1st Jan 2018 to 30th Nov 2019 shown in Table 2 is daily stock price having values of Open, High, Low,
Close, Adj Close and Volume.

Table 2. Zensar stock market historical data (source: yahoo finance)
Date
01-01-2018
02-01-2018
03-01-2018
04-01-2018
05-01-2018
08-01-2018
09-01-2018
10-01-2018
11-01-2018
12-01-2018
15-01-2018
16-01-2018
17-01-2018
18-01-2018
19-01-2018
22-01-2018

Open
177.67
176.19
170.4
173.05
173.99
176
179.94
176.6
180
183.19
183.93
181.2
178.8
181.38
178.13
180.2

High
177.67
176.19
176
174.99
174.4
177.2
179.99
182
184.8
185.82
183.93
183.79
180.77
186.8
182.79
189

Low
174.21
170.9
170.4
172
170
172
176.4
176.6
180
178.2
179.4
178.2
176.2
177.58
177.6
180.2

Close
176.19
172.21
173.04
172.28
173.57
174.75
178.96
178.94
183.89
181.25
180.01
178.95
180.75
179.68
181.9
187.51
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Adj Close
161.7906
158.1359
158.898
158.2001
159.3847
160.4683
164.3342
164.3159
168.8613
166.4371
165.2984
164.325
165.9779
164.9954
167.0339
172.1855

Volume
3875
4380
2540
1025
5175
4400
8610
9430
10890
4470
10285
3185
17185
21355
18410
30900
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Figure 4 shows the graphical representation of Zensar stock price ranging from Jan 2018 to Nov
2019. The historical data of Infosys is forecasted as shown in Figure 5 using the proposed approach and the
obtained results are highly significant. The MSE is 1.034 and RMSE is 1.002.

Figure 4. Zensar stock chart

Figure 5. Zensar stock market forecasting

5.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this research a new model is proposed integrating the classification and LSTM algorithm for
forecasting the Indian Stock Market data specifically NSE and BSE. The proposed approach is evaluated on
company like Infosys and Zensar, it is observed that the obtained results are significant. The predictions
provide will help the traders and stock market experts in making right decision whether to buy or sell a
particular share. The results section also proves that the MSE and RMSE values obtained are optimum
compared to any other approaches. The novelty proposed in this paper can be further extended by using
various classifiers and training the model with a greater number of parameters.
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